Paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been applied as a probe to test functional connectivity within distinct cortical areas of the human motor system. Here, we tested the interaction between the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and ipsilateral motor cortex (M1). A conditioning TMS pulse over the right PPC potentiates motor evoked-potentials evoked by a test TMS pulse over the ipsilateral motor cortex, with a time course characterized by two phases: an early peak at 4 ms interstimulus interval (ISI) and a late peak at 15 ms ISI. Activation of this facilitatory pathway depends on the intensity of stimulation, because the effects are induced with a conditioning stimulus of 90% resting motor threshold but not at lower or higher intensities. Similar results were obtained testing the ipsilateral interaction in the left hemisphere with a slightly different time course. In control experiments, we found that activation of this facilitatory pathway depends on the direction of induced current in the brain and is specific for stimulation of the caudal part of the inferior parietal sulcus (cIPS) site, because it is not observed for stimulation of adjacent scalp sites. Finally, we found that by using poststimulus time histogram analysis of single motor unit firing, the PPC conditioning increases the excitability of ipsilateral M1, enhancing the relative amount of late I wave input recruited by the test stimulus over M1, suggesting that such interaction is mediated by specific interneurons in the motor cortex. The described facilitatory connections between cIPS and M1 may be important in a variety of motor tasks and neuropsychiatric disorders.
Introduction
The pioneering studies of Meynert (1865) and Dejerine (1895) revealed that the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is strongly interconnected with motor, premotor, and more frontal areas of the cortex through distinct white matter tracts that form the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). These corticocortical connections are thought to transfer crucial information relevant for planning movements in space and to integrate visuomotor transformations (Mountcastle et al., 1975; Cohen and Andersen, 2002; Tanne-Gariepy et al., 2002; Croxson et al., 2005; Makris et al., 2005; Rozzi et al., 2006; . Previous combined transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)/positron emission tomography, TMS/functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and paired TMS investigations have shown that TMS not only changes neural activity at the site of stimulation but also affects interconnected cortical and subcortical areas (Ferbert et al., 1992; Ugawa et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2003; Bestmann et al., 2004 Bestmann et al., , 2005 . Paired-pulse TMS provides a unique opportunity in humans to probe inputs to the primary motor cortex from other areas of the motor system. A conditioning stimulus (CS) is first used to activate putative pathways to the motor cortex from the site of stimulation, whereas a second test stimulus (TS) delivered over the primary motor cortex a few milliseconds later probes any changes in excitability that are produced by the input. Depending on the intensity of the conditioning stimulus and the interstimulus interval, both facilitation and inhibition may be detected in the primary motor cortex (M1), ipsilateral or contralateral to the site of conditioning. Previous studies have been conducted with the CS delivered over the contralateral M1 (Ferbert et al., 1992) , the cerebellum (Ugawa et al. 1995) , and the premotor cortex (Civardi et al., 2001; Mochizucki et al., 2004; Baumer et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2006 Koch et al., , 2007 , confirming the existence of these pathways in humans.
However, the advantage of probing these pathways with TMS methods is that the response to a TMS conditioning pulse depends on the excitability of the pathway at the time the stimulus is applied. Thus, changes in the effectiveness of the conditioning pulse give an indication of how the excitability of the connection changes over time. Such an approach has been used to show how transcallosal inhibition from the M1 of one hemisphere is removed before the onset of movements made by the opposite hemisphere both in healthy subjects and in patients after stroke (Murase et al., 2004) . Recently, we used a similar approach to show how dorsal premotor (PMd)-M1 connectivity changed critically during preparation of movement . Given the importance of input from posterior parietal regions in visuomotor planning, we tested in the present study whether stimulating the PPC had any effects on the excitability of the ipsilateral primary motor cortex. If so, then it may prove possible in future studies to use this method to probe the time course of PPC-M1 connectivity during movement and to test how this is impaired in different neurological disorders such as neglect (Oliveri et al., 1999 (Oliveri et al., , 2000 .
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty healthy volunteers (11 men and 9 women, 21-50 years old) participated in this study. All subjects were right handed based on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The experimental procedures used here were approved by the local Ethics Committee and were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Experimental procedures. Electromyographic (EMG) recordings were made from the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscles using 9 mm diameter, Ag-AgCl surface-cup electrodes. The active electrode was placed over the muscle belly and the reference electrode over the metacarpophalangeal joint of the index finger. Responses were amplified with a Digitimer D360 amplifier (Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK) through filters set at 20 Hz and 2 kHz with a sampling rate of 5 kHz, then recorded by a computer using SIGNAL software (Cambridge Electronic Devices, Cambridge, UK). We used a paired-pulse stimulation technique with two high-power Magstim 200 machines (Magstim, Whitland, UK). The magnetic stimulus had a nearly monophasic pulse configuration with a rise time of ϳ100 s, decaying back to zero over ϳ0.8 ms.
Experiment 1: PPC-M1 interactions in the right hemisphere. Ten subjects participated in this experiment. We used a paired-pulse stimulation technique with two high-power Magstim 200 machines (Magstim). First, the intensity of TS was adjusted to evoke a motor-evoked potential (MEP) of ϳ1 mV peak to peak in the relaxed left FDI. The hand motor area of the right M1 was defined as the point where stimulation evoked the largest MEP from the contralateral FDI muscle. The test stimulator was connected to a small custom-made figure-of-eight-shaped coil (external diameter, 50 mm). To stimulate M1, the coil was always placed tangentially to the scalp at a 45°angle to the midline to induce a posterior-anterior (PA) current flow across the central sulcus.
The conditioning stimulator was connected to a larger figure-of-eightshaped coil, 70 mm in external diameter The coil position for the right PPC TMS was then defined relative to the P4 position of the 10 -20 EEG system. According to previous investigations adopting threedimensional (3D) MRI reconstruction, this site is situated in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) close to the posterior part of the adjoining intraparietal sulcus (pIPS) (Herwig et al., 2003; Rushworth and Taylor, 2006) . The center of the coil was positioned over P4 tangentially to the skull with the handle pointing downward and slightly medial (10°) to induce a posterior-anterior-directed current in the underlying cortical tissue. This orientation was chosen because of space considerations; it was the only approach in which the two figure-of-eight coils did not overlap. In three subjects, MRI-guided frameless stereotaxy (Brainsight Frameless; Rogue Research, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) was used to verify the position of the coil with respect to the underlying cortex (see Fig. 1 A. ). The intensity of the CS stimulus was adjusted to be either suprathreshold [130 and 110% resting motor threshold (RMT)] or subthreshold (90 and 70% RMT). For CS, RMT was tested with the larger figure-of-eight coil over the ipsilateral M1 using a PA orientation. It is in fact known that the coil dimension significantly affect the intensity and 3D distribution of the induced currents flowing within the brain; the small and the large figureof-eight coils do not have the same RMT and, therefore, 90 -130% of values were relative to the RMT of the larger coil. We defined RMT as the lowest intensity that evoked five small responses (ϳ50 V) in the contralateral FDI muscle in a series of 10 stimuli when the subject kept the FDI muscles relaxed in both hands according to international standards (Rossini et al., 1994) .
Interstimulus intervals (ISIs) between CS and TS were 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, and 20 ms. In each block, we varied the intensity of the CS, and the order of presentation of blocks varied pseudorandomly across subjects. Each block consisted of ninety trials. Eight conditions were randomly intermingled: TS alone (MEP) and CS1 plus TS (conditioned MEP for each seven different ISIs). Twenty responses were collected for the test stimulus alone and 10 responses for conditioned MEPs at each ISI. There was a 5 s (Ϯ10%) intertrial interval. In four of the same subjects plus two others, we also investigated ISIs of Ϫ1, Ϫ2, Ϫ3, and 4 ms in a separate block of trials using a CS of 90% RMT. Measurements were made on each individual trial and the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the conditioned MEP was expressed as a percentage of the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the unconditioned test pulse (see Fig. 1 A) .
Experiment 2: effects of reversing the direction of current in the conditioning coil. In this control experiment, we varied the direction of current in the conditioning coil. The experiment was performed in six subjects (four of whom participated in experiment 1). CS and TS were applied as in experiment 1. On the basis of the findings in experiment 1, the intensity of the CS stimulus was set at 90% RMT. ISIs between CS and TS were 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 ms. In each block, we varied the current direction of the CS through a dedicated device (Magstim). The order of presentation of blocks varied pseudorandomly across subjects. Each block consisted of seventy trials. Six conditions were randomly intermingled: TS alone (MEP) and CS1 plus TS (conditioned MEP for each five different ISIs). Twenty responses were collected for the test stimulus alone and 10 responses for conditioned MEPs at each ISI. There was a 5 s (Ϯ10%) intertrial interval. Measurements were made on each individual trial and the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the conditioned MEP was expressed as a percentage of the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the unconditioned test pulse.
Experiment 3: effects of changing the location of the conditioning stimulus. In these experiments, we investigated the effects of applying the CS over two scalp sites close to P4. In six subjects (all of whom had taken part in experiment 1), a CS was applied either to P4 or to a position 2 cm medial or 2 cm lateral. The intensity of the CS was adjusted to be 90% RMT. ISIs between CS and TS were 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 ms. Each block for each scalp site consisted of seventy trials. Five conditions were randomly intermingled: TS alone (MEP) and CS1 plus TS (conditioned MEP for each five different ISIs). Twenty responses were collected for the test stimulus alone and 10 responses for conditioned MEPs at each ISI. The order of presentation of blocks varied pseudorandomly across subjects. Measurements were made on each individual trial and the mean peakto-peak amplitude of the conditioned MEP was also expressed as a percentage of the mean peak-to-peak amplitude size of the unconditioned test pulse.
In an additional experiment performed in four subjects in which MRI had been previously obtained, three cortical sites along the IPS of the right hemisphere were chosen for application of the conditioning stimulus: (1) the most anterior region of the IPS (aIPS), located between the inferior postcentral sulcus and the most anterior extent of the IPS, (2) a region in the middle of the sulcus (mIPS), and (3) a region in the most caudal part of the IPS (cIPS) (see Fig. 3A) .
A high resolution three-dimensional volumetric structural magnetic resonance image (MRI) was obtained. The cortical surface was displayed as a three-dimensional representation using Brainsight Frameless Stereotaxic software (Rogue Research). Each of the three targeted cortical stimulation sites on the individual three-dimensional MRI was demarcated using a pointer tool (Brainsight Frameless P-697) and the same software. The corresponding scalp position was marked using a pen. During the procedure, the position of the pointer and the subject's head were monitored using a Polaris Optical Tracking system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). Positional data for head and pointer were registered in real time to a common frame of reference and were superimposed onto the reconstructed three-dimensional image of each subject using the same software.
We again used a paired-pulse stimulation with two high-power Magstim 200 stimulators (Magstim). For each of the three targeted stimula-tion sites, the CS was applied over the corresponding scalp position using a small custom-made figure-of-eight shaped coil (external diameter, 50 mm). The coil was kept tangentially to the skull with the handle pointing downward and slightly medially (10°). The TS was applied over the motor area of M1 where stimulation evoked the largest MEP from the contralateral FDI muscle using a circular coil (external diameter, 100 mm) with a clockwise current flow in the coil. This coil combination was chosen to achieve minimal spatial interference of the two coils. Therefore, in this experiment, the coil for conditioning PPC was smaller (50 mm) then the larger one used in the previous experiments. However, the same stimulators were used in all experiments. The intensity of the TS was adjusted to evoke a MEP of ϳ1 mV peak to peak in the relaxed muscle. The intensity of the CS was kept at an intensity of 90% RMT. The ISI between CS and TS was 4 ms (12 stimuli per condition, randomly intermixed). The stimulation site of the CS was varied randomly between subjects. There was a 5 s (Ϯ10%) intertrial interval. Measurements were made on each individual trial and the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the conditioned MEP was expressed as a percentage of the mean peakto-peak amplitude of the unconditioned test pulse.
Experiment 4: effects of stimulating the right PPC on the pattern of single motor unit discharge evoked by a test stimulus over M1. In this experiment, we studied the effect of PPC conditioning on the discharge of single motor units (SMU) evoked by TMS over M1. SMU were recorded from the left FDI with a concentric needle electrode (Medelec, disposable type DML25). Signals were amplified through filters set at 100 Hz and 3 kHz. The subjects were instructed to fire the unit voluntarily at ϳ10 Hz with the aid of audiovisual feedback, and TMS pulses were then applied to M1 every 3-4 s. The effect on unit firing was assessed by constructing a poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) of unit discharge with a bin width of 0.5 ms. The threshold of the first-recruited peak in the PSTH was first determined by changing the intensity of stimulation in steps of 2% of the maximum stimulator output. The threshold was defined as the lowest intensity that evoked a small peak in the PSTH. These thresholds were almost the same (difference Ͻ5% of maximum stimulator output) as those for surface EMG responses during a slight contraction. We studied only the first recruited SMU, so that we were able to isolate their discharge easily. Therefore, we did not select SMU on the basis of different sizes with different thresholds of recruitment according to the Hennemann's law (Rossini et al., 1995) . The intensity of TS was then adjusted to produce 20 -30% firing probability, which was 10 -15% above the threshold. Two kinds of PSTHs were recorded simultaneously. One was a PSTH evoked by TS given alone (control PSTH); the other was a PSTH when both stimuli (CS plus TS) were given (conditioned PSTH). Control and conditioned trials were intermixed randomly by the computer until 100 trials had been collected for each condition (Hanajima et al., 2002) , and a PSTH was then constructed for each condition. The orientation of the CS and TS were as in experiment 1; the CS stimulus intensity was set at 90% RMT with an ISI of 4 ms. Ten motor units from seven subjects were studied. To compare PSTHs across subjects, we divided the period of increased firing into three parts (every 1.5 ms) in each subject, starting from the first peak in the PSTH consistent with the individual surface MEP latency.
Experiment 5: effects of stimulating right PPC on the H reflex evoked by median nerve stimulation. Five subjects participated in this control experiment. We compared the effect of PPC conditioning on MEPs and spinal H reflexes in the flexor carpi radialis (FCR) muscle. The excitability of the monosynaptic H-reflex in the left FCR motoneurons was tested with standard technique (Hortobágyi et al., 2003) . Single electrical stimuli were delivered with saline-soaked gauze-covered button electrodes, the cathode 5 cm proximal to the anode, in the cubital space (duration, 1 ms; DS7; Digitimer) with the subject at rest. First, we determined the appropriate stimulating electrode location and identified the H-reflex in the FCR based on its latency and recruitment curve. The median nerve stimulation intensity was set to produce an H-reflex that corresponded to an amplitude of ϳ0.5-1 mV. The intensity of the PPC CS was adjusted to be 90% RMT. The intensity of motor cortex stimulation was set to produce a MEP recorded from the left FCR that corresponded to an amplitude of ϳ0.5-1 mV. There were four conditions: (1) MEPs recorded after stimulation of the hot spot of the FCR (t ϭ 0 ms); (2) MEP conditioned by PPC CS using an ISI between CS and TS of 4 ms (t ϭ Ϫ4 ms); (3) FCR H-reflex with the time of the median nerve stimulus arranged to produce an H-reflex with the same latency as the MEP (t ϭ 4 ms); (4) FCR H-reflex conditioned by PPC CS using an ISI of 8 ms, based on the relative latencies of FCR H-reflex and MEPs. In fact, these intervals were inappropriate for any median effects on the TMS pulse (Mariorenzi et al., 1991) . Twenty responses were collected in each condition. Measurements were made in each individual trial on the peak-to peak amplitude of the H reflex or the MEP recorded from FCR.
Experiment 6: ipsilateral interactions in the left hemisphere. Ten subjects participated in this experiment. To stimulate the left M1, the intensity of TS was adjusted to evoke an MEP of ϳ1 mV peak to peak in the relaxed right FDI. The CS coil position for left PPC TMS was then defined relative to the P3 position of the 10 -20 EEG system. The coil was positioned as in experiment 1. The CS stimulus intensity was adjusted to be either suprathreshold (110% RMT) or subthreshold (90% RMT). ISIs between CS and TS were 4, 6, 8, 10, and 15 ms. In each block, we varied the intensity of the CS and the order of presentation of blocks varied pseudorandomly across subjects. Each block consisted of eighty trials. Seven conditions were randomly intermingled: TS alone (MEP) and CS1 plus TS (conditioned MEP for each seven different ISIs). Twenty responses were collected for test stimulus alone and 10 responses for conditioned MEP for each ISI. Measurements were made on each individual trial and the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of the conditioned MEP was expressed as a percentage of the mean peak-to-peak amplitude size of the unconditioned test pulse.
Data analysis. In experiments 1 and 6, the effects of PPC CS on the amplitude of MEPs recorded from stimulation of ipsilateral M1 were analyzed with separate ANOVAs for each intensity of stimulation with "condition" (TS alone, CS plus TS at various ISIs) as the main factor. We also performed two-way ANOVAs on the same data with ISI and "intensity" using normalized values calculated as the percentage of the mean peak-to-peak amplitude size of the unconditioned test pulse. In experiment 2, a two-way ANOVA on normalized values was performed with "coil current" and ISI as main factors. In experiment 3, a one-way ANOVA was performed on normalized values with ISI as the main factor, and a two-way ANOVA was performed on normalized values with "scalp site" and ISI as main factors. In experiment 4, two-way ANOVA was performed on mean of total counts for each PSTH period lasting 1.5 ms with condition (TS alone, CS plus TS at 4 ms ISI) and PSTH period as main factors. In experiment 5, paired t tests were conducted to compare the effect of PPC CS on unconditioned H-reflex amplitude and unconditioned FCR MEP. A p value Ͻ0.05 was considered significant. A significant main effect in the ANOVA was followed by post hoc paired t test analysis with Bonferroni correction. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for nonspherical data. Mauchley's test examined for sphericity.
Results

Experiment 1
Mean stimulation intensities for stimulation of the right PPC, measured as RMT over the ipsilateral M1, were 41.2% of the maximal stimulator output (range, 33-51%). The major finding in experiment 1 was that a conditioning stimulus over the right PPC potentiated the ipsilateral motor cortex. The effect depended on the interstimulus interval and the conditioning intensity. In brief, MEPs were facilitated by PPC at ISIs of 4 and 15 ms when the CS intensity was 90% RMT, but not at higher or lower intensities.
This was borne out in the ANOVA, in which a two-factor analysis of the whole data set showed significant main effects of intensity (F ϭ 12.03; p Ͻ 0.0005) and ISI (F ϭ 3.21; p Ͻ 0.05), although the interaction was not significant (Fig. 1 B) . Subsequent one-factor ANOVAs on the ISI data for each CS intensity showed main effects of ISI only when the CS intensity was 90% (F ϭ 9,22; p Ͻ 0.001), with post hoc t tests comparing the amplitude of the conditioned and test MEP being significant only for CS intensity 90% RMT at ISIs of 4 and 15 ms ( p Ͻ 0.01 for both comparisons).
Figure 1 C plots the same data normalized to the amplitude of the test MEP (100%), with the addition of the data at negative ISIs from the four subjects studied in this way. It is clear that although there is a weak tendency for an effect of ISI at other intensities, only CS at 90% RMT show clear facilitation of MEPs evoked from M1. Furthermore, this finding was easily replicated in five subjects in which the experiment was performed in two different sessions. In those subjects, for the 4 ms peak of MEPs potentiation with CS set at 90%, RMT intrinsic test-retest variability was minimal (mean coefficient of variation, 0.12 Ϯ 0.06).
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 (Fig. 2 A) showed that the effect of PPC stimulation is sensitive to the direction of current induced by the conditioning stimulus. The potentiation obtained at 90% RMT using the orientation in experiment 1 was not evident when the CS was in the opposite direction (ANOVA direction ϫ ISI interaction; F ϭ 3.34; p Ͻ 0.05). Post hoc analysis showed a significant difference only for 4 ms ISI ( p Ͻ 0.01) but no other ISIs.
Experiment 3
Facilitation with a CS intensity of 90% RMT was observed for stimulation over P4, but not 2 cm medially or laterally (ANOVA on data in Fig. 2 B, site ϫ ISIs interaction: F ϭ 6.87; p Ͻ 0.01). Post hoc analysis showed that significant differences in the amount of facilitation were found for stimulation over P4 compared with the medial site at 4 ms ( p Ͻ 0.001) and 6 ms ( p Ͻ 0.01) and compared with the lateral site at 4 ms ( p Ͻ 0.001), 6 ms ( p Ͻ 0.001), and 8 ms ( p Ͻ 0.05) (Figs. 2 B, 3B) .
Furthermore, when CS at 90% RMT and at 4 ms ISI was applied over different positions of the IPS, we found that potentiation of ipsilateral M1 occurred selectively for cIPS but not for mIPS or aIPS stimulation (ANOVA on data in Fig. 3B , site as the main factor: F ϭ 3.57; p Ͻ 0.05). In fact, CS given over the anterior IPS actually suppressed MEPs at an ISI of 4 ms, suggesting that this would be another potential site to examine input to M1 in future studies. However, this was not investigated in additional detail in the present study.
Experiment 4
Close inspection of the surface EMG responses in several subjects showed that potentiation of the MEP did not occur in the first few milliseconds of the response but was often delayed by ϳ3 ms after onset. This is illustrated in the superimposition of test and conditioned MEPs at an ISI of 4 ms from one subject in Figure 4 A.
We analyzed this delay in onset of facilitation in more detail by performing PSTH analysis of the firing pattern of SMU recorded via needle EMG. Figure 4 B shows the combined PSTH data from 10 SMU. In Figure 4 , C and D, the same data has been aligned to the onset of the response to the test stimulus alone (the D wave at 0 ms). The counts were then grouped into three time bins corresponding to the three main peaks in the PSTH (see Materials and Methods), and a repeated-measures ANOVA performed on the data from the 10 SMU with condition (M1 alone or PPC-M1) and peak as main factors. This revealed a significant condition ϫ peak interaction (F ϭ 5.16; p Ͻ 0.01), demonstrating that PPC CS modified the time course of the PSTHs. Post hoc analysis showed that PPC conditioning at an ISI of 4 ms led to significantly more counts in the late peak (6.67 Ϯ 1.52 vs 11.11 Ϯ 2.19; p Ͻ 0.001) compared with unconditioned M1 stimulation.
Experiment 5
PPC CS did not change the amplitude of the H reflex recorded from FCR (0.74 Ϯ 0.34 vs 0.76 Ϯ 0.32 mV; t ϭ 0.39), although it significantly increased the amplitude of the FCR MEP (0.63 Ϯ 0.18 vs 0.78 Ϯ 0.22 mV; t ϭ 0.04) (Fig. 5) .
Experiment 6
In this experiment (Fig. 6) , we examined the effect of giving the CS over the left PPC on the MEP evoked by a TS over the left M1. As in the right hemisphere, we found that a CS over the left PPC significantly potentiated the left motor cortex, although with subtle differences in timing. As with the right hemisphere, CS over the left PPC potentiated the left M1 when the intensity was 90% RMT (ANOVA with condition main factor: F ϭ 8.75; p Ͻ 0.01) but not at 110% RMT. Post hoc analysis for 90% RMT showed that potentiation was obtained at ISIs of 4 ms (1.15 Ϯ 0.45 mV vs 1.58 Ϯ 0.71 mV; p Ͻ 0.01) and 6 ms (1.15 vs 1.62 Ϯ 0.66 mV; p Ͻ 0.01). Direct comparison of the two conditioning intensities in each subject was made in a separate analysis using normalized values (test MEP alone ϭ 100%). Two-way ANOVA showed a significant main effect of intensity (F ϭ 6.72; p Ͻ 0.001) and a significant intensity ϫ ISI interaction (F ϭ 5.24; p Ͻ 0.001) with post hoc analysis showing significant differences selectively at an ISI of 4 ms (128.2 vs 105.9%; p Ͻ 0.05) and at an ISI of 6 ms (136.2 vs 93.5%; p Ͻ 0.0001) (Fig. 6 ).
This was confirmed by subsequent one-factor ANOVAs on the ISI data for each CS intensity that showed main effects of ISI only when the CS intensity was 90% (F ϭ 6.45; p Ͻ 0.01), with post hoc t tests comparing the amplitude of the conditioned and test MEP being significant only for CS intensity 90% RMT at an ISI of 4 and 6 ms ( p Ͻ 0.05 for both comparisons).
Discussion
The present data show that in subjects at rest, conditioning stimuli over a specific site in the right posterior parietal cortex potentiates MEPs evoked from ipsilateral M1 if the intensity of the CS is 90% RMT and the ISI is ϳ4 or 15 ms. Similar results were obtained in the left hemisphere with a slightly different time course. We argue below that these effects occur because of corticocortical projections from the PPC to frontal areas of the cortex via the superior longitudinal fasiculus. If so, this may be a useful method of testing the excitability of these connections during different types of movement as well as in patients with neurological diseases.
Mechanisms for ipsilateral facilitation
Several recent studies that have used the same paired TMS method as in the present study have focused on connections between motor and premotor areas (Civardi et al., 2001; Mochizuki et al., 2004; Shimazu et al., 2004; Baumer et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2006 Koch et al., , 2007 . As in the present study, the effects depended on both ISI as well as the intensity of the CS, and in all cases, the interactions were thought to depend on corticocortical projections between PMd and M1 (Marconi et al., 2003; Dum and Strick, 2005) . Indeed, a recent investigation in monkeys demonstrated that electrical stimulation of ventral premotor (PMd was not tested) led 3 ms later to facilitation of late I-wave interneurons in M1 (Shimazu et al., 2004) , providing physiological evidence for direct corticocortical projections between these areas.
The initial potentiation that we observed after stimulation over the right PPC peaked at an ISI of 4 ms and was evoked with a CS intensity of 90% RMT. By analogy with known effects on M1 (Chen et al., 2003) , a CS of this intensity would be able to activate outputs from the site of stimulation. Because there are no direct projections to the spinal cord from the PPC, and we did not observe any change on the excitability of spinal H-reflex induced by PPC conditioning, we assume that the interaction with the effect of the M1 test pulse resulted from activation of corticocortical pathways. Although an ISI of 4 ms appears very short for transmission from PPC to M1, estimation of the true latency of the interaction is complicated by the fact that the TS to M1 evokes a series of I-wave volleys in corticospinal neurons that can last several milliseconds. These then summate at the spinal cord to produce the MEP in muscle. To obtain more information about the early facilitation at an ISI of 4 ms, we therefore performed single motor unit studies to determine which components of the descending volley were affected by potentiation from the PPC.
We found that PPC conditioning increased the relative amplitude of late motor unit facilitation compared with unconditioned M1 stimulation. Indeed, in some subjects, this was observable even in MEPs recorded with surface electrodes in which facilitation of MEPs appeared to start 3 ms or more after onset of the response at a time when late I-wave inputs would contribute to motor unit activation. We hypothesize that PPC input to M1 preferentially targets late I-wave input to corticospinal neurons. These units are first recruited and may only contribute a little to the surface potentials obtained with a larger test pulse in the main experiment. We assume that the larger SMUs that are recruited with larger test pulses behave in the same way as the small ones we studied, and therefore, the potentiation of MEPs induced by PPC conditioning could also be explained in terms of corticocortical pathways that interact with the late I-wave circuits. Future studies are needed to address whether PPC conditioning might affect other interneuronal circuits in the motor cortex, such as those involved in the inhibitory circuits, like the silent period (Rossini et al., 1995) .
The main fiber tract connecting the PPC with frontal areas is the SLF (Dejerine, 1895). Recently, the four subdivisions of the SLF previously described in nonhuman primates have been identified and segmented in humans using diffusion tensor MRI (Makris et al., 2005) . This showed that the SLF I is situated within the white matter of the superior parietal lobule (BA 7) and the post central and precentral gyrus (areas 4 and 5). The SLF II is located within the white matter of the angular gyrus (areas 39 and 40), postcentral gyrus (areas 3, 1, and 2), precentral gyrus (area 4), and middle frontal gyrus (areas 6 and 46). SFL III is situated more laterally in the white matter of the parietal and frontal opercula, and the fourth subdivision of the SLF is the arcuate fascicule extending from the superior temporal gyrus to the lateral prefrontal cortex. However, because of the methodology adopted (diffusion tensor-MRI), they could not investigate where the fibers actually originate and terminate.
In our study, the center of the conditioning coil was positioned over a scalp site corresponding to a part of the angular gyrus in the IPL and close to cIPS. Therefore, we stimulated a cortical region where there is a reasonable anatomical assumption that connectivity to the motor cortex may be present (Grefkes and Fink, 2005) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration in humans that it may exist functionally and that activation of some of these fibers may result in facilitation of the motor cortex. Our findings using neuronavigation in three subjects suggest that the early peak of facilitation (4 -6 ms) may depend on activation of direct corticocortical projections originating from cIPS/IPL or from the underlying white matter (i.e., SLF) that terminate in M1. However, further imaging work is needed to confirm this on more subjects in the future. Indeed, more investigations are needed to disclose whether stimulation of the PPC activates the output axons via cortical interneurons or directly goes through fibers at the axonal hillock level. Furthermore, we cannot exclude a contribution from activity in polysynaptic circuits linking the PPC and premotor cortex with secondary connections in M1. In fact, a consistent body of animal literature indicates that the majority of corticocortical projections originating in PPC reach the premotor cortex, with only a minority terminating directly on the primary motor cortex (Petrides and Pandya, 1988; Picard and Strick, 1996; Matelli et al., 1998; Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2003) . It may be that the late facilitation observed at 15 ms ISI in the right hemisphere is because of activity in polysynaptic circuits involving premotor areas. Additional investigations with behavioral tasks sensitive to the premotor cortex activity could add useful information in future studies, as would combined techniques such as TMS/EEG (Bonato et al., 2006 ) that could provide direct mapping of such hypothesized connections.
Facilitation versus inhibition in parietomotor connections
Previous studies using paired-pulse TMS to explore connections to the motor cortex from the cerebellum, PMd, and contralateral M1, have described a mixture of excitatory and inhibitory effects with the latter usually being the most prominent (Ferbert et al., 1992; Ugawa et al., 1995; Civardi et al., 2001; Mochizuki et al., 2004; Baumer et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2006 Koch et al., , 2007 . Indeed, in the case of inputs from contralateral M1 or PMd, facilitation is only revealed with very low intensity conditioning stimuli and short ISIs, whereas at higher intensities and longer intervals, the effect is swamped by inhibition. In such cases, it is assumed that facilitatory and inhibitory effects are mediated by neurons that have different thresholds and that the lowest threshold group (in these cases facilitatory) can be selectively recruited by adjusting the stimulus intensity. It is less clear why inhibition is so prominent. One possibility (Hanajima et al., 2001 ) is that many connections are organized in a center-surround pattern of point-to point facilitation and widespread inhibition. The relatively low focality of . PPC conditioning exerts facilitation of ipsilateral M1 trough corticocortical projections that interact with the late components of MEPs. A, Average surface MEPs from a representative subject for TS (red line) and CS (90% RMT with 4 ms ISI, gray line). The same slope was observed in the early phase, with a late increase in amplitude after 3 ms. The effect of PPC conditioning on MEP evoked by right M1 TMS were then studied with PSTHs recorded trough single unit EMG activity. B, The different firing probability at various latencies from M1 stimulation averaged across subjects when TS was delivered alone (black bars) or was preceded by PPC CS (gray bars). PPC conditioning significantly modified the firing probability of PSTHs components. C, D, Compared with TS alone (C), there was more late period-related firing probability for PPC conditioning (D). Error bars indicate SEM. TMS may favor recruitment of the inhibitory surround and mask point-to-point facilitation. In the present study, we found no evidence for inhibition from PPC to M1 despite exploring a variety of ISIs and stimulus intensities. Inhibition did occur, however, from the most anterior IPS site that we examined, but this was not studied in detail. We conclude that the organization of inputs from the PPC differs from that from the premotor and contralateral motor cortex. This may be, for example, because facilitation and inhibition arise from different locations and have different recruitment threshold to TMS, but additional work is needed before any firm conclusions can be made.
Conclusions
The present results demonstrate the existence of facilitatory parietomotor connections that may be activated by means of TMS. Testing how this is impaired in different neurological disorders could lead to novel insights in the understanding of the pathophysiology of various neuropsychiatric disorders. Furthermore, applications in pathological conditions, such as patients with focal lesion of the PPC, could provide support to the hypothesis that the interaction observed in the present study depends on activation of specific corticocortical projections. We note, however, that the noise and scalp tingling on the healthy and affected hemisphere in neglect patients would require careful control experiments to eliminate any placebo effects. Finally, previous studies in nonhuman primates have shown that a large component of PPC activity seems to be correlated with movement planning (Cohen and Andersen, 2002) . Indeed, PPC receives inputs in many different modalities (visual, auditory, and somatosensory), and it has been shown that regions of the PPC are involved in planning of movements to targets of different sensory modalities (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Seltzer and Pandya, 1994; Johnson et al., 1996; Newsome, 1996, 2001; Linden et al., 1999; Snyder et al., 2000; Quian Quiroga et al., 2006) . We therefore speculate that the connection we have studied in the present work may be important in movement planning in humans. 
